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Nuance Copitrak
The #1 cost recovery and document
scanning workflow platform.
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Copitrak is a single, integrated solution that not
only seamlessly tracks and recovers costs, but
also automates the document lifecycle and breaks
down scanning workflow bottlenecks. It offers the
accessibility end-users demand while providing
insight into expenses, profitability, and cost recovery.
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Cost recovery that
pleases everyone from
the administrator to
the CFO… but most of
all the partners.
In today’s law office security, productivity, cost of
ownership and protecting profitability are the top concerns.
Firms struggle to strike the right balance between
empowering their employees to service their clients’
needs, while tracking their activity to ensure expenses are
accurately billed or allocated. IT managers are burdened
by the complexity of managing multiple vendors and
disparate systems, while end-users, increasingly reliant
on tablets and smart phones, are unable to accomplish
printing and scanning tasks. Above all, administrators lack
the visibility into expenses necessary to protect profitability
and recover costs.
The right solution requires more than just cost recovery
software. Nuance Copitrak is a single, integrated solution
that not only seamlessly tracks and recovers costs, but
also automates the document lifecycle and breaks down
scanning workflow bottlenecks. It offers the accessibility
end-users demand while providing insight into expenses,
profitability, and cost recovery that not only pleases endusers, administrators and IT, but most of all the partners.
And it is backed by the full service and support needed to
achieve greater profitability and performance.
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Advantages
Broadest cross-platform support
With Copitrak, cost recovery is always accessible and activity can be tracked
virtually anywhere, from Copitrak Eclipse and embedded MFP terminals to
desktops, web browsers, tablets, and even smartphones. Boost your recovery rates and fee bargaining power with access to reliable data.
A consistent end-user experience
With system accessibility from anywhere, and a consistent, easy-to-understand platform, Copitrak eliminates end-user frustration and boosts adoption
across your organization. That means better productivity, higher recovery
rates, increased compliance, and a satisfied management team.
Secure personal printing and scanning that follows users wherever they are
The Copitrak suite provides each user with the MyVault personal Follow You
print queue and scan inbox. MyVault is always private, highly secure, and
conveniently accessible from any Copitrak-enabled printer or employee’s
desktop, web browser, or mobile device. Copitrak also lets you scan documents into any workflow you choose—collaboration, document management,
court filing, discovery and more...
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Benefits
––Lower total cost of ownership
with industry’s #1 recovery
solution, single integrated
platform vendor
––Higher productivity driven
by solution access across
smartphones, tablets, terminals,
and more
––Greater visibility into cost
recovery, hard copy expenses,
and firm-wide waste reduction
––Flexible, state-of-the-art solution
built on an open system and
modern industry standards
––Unique ability to convert, edit,
and share PDF files with one click
from any print application

Ergonomic kiosks and embedded terminals
The Copitrak Eclipse terminal provides a user-friendly interface for print,
scan workflow, and cost tracking in a convenient kiosk that is ergonomic
and secure for busy office environments. Copitrak also offers embedded
terminals for a simple, zero-footprint MFP-integrated user interface.
Single solution, number one provider
With the Copitrak suite, you benefit from an integrated solution for secure
printing, scanning workflow, and cost recovery. Nuance minimizes your total
cost of ownership because you only have one system and one vendor to
manage, not to mention the number one in product and service.
Why wouldn’t you choose the number one vendor for all workflows
throughout the document lifecycle—from collaboration and conversion to
creating, editing, printing, scanning and tracking documents from anywhere
in your organization. Nuance makes it easier and less expensive to do
business in modern office environments. Choose the only
full service solution designed for the way you work today.

The Copitrak Eclipse terminal
provides an ergonomic and
user-friendly interface for printing,
scan workflow, and cost tracking.
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Secure ID

Postage & Courier

Printing

Mobile

Scanning

Travel charges

Research

Copitrak Transaction Editor enables users to view,
reconcile and approve exception transactions from a
web browser before transmittal to billing.

Copitrak Scan is an advanced
scanning workflow solution
integrated with the Copitrak
Eclipse terminal and administration
user interfaces. It streamlines
collaboration, document
management, court filing and
discovery scanning workflows and
enables firms to track, manage and
assign costs for scanning paper
documents.
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Copitrak Print Room lets you track and manage copy
center jobs and print queues
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Learn more about the awardwinning Copitrak modules
––Copitrak System Software:
Centralized management,
monitoring, and reporting
––Copitrak Eclipse Terminal:
Secure kiosk with the ultimate
user-friendly interface
––Copitrak Embedded Terminal:
Simple zero-footprint MFPintegrated user interface
––Copitrak Print: Track and route
printer, plotter, and copier activity
across the enterprise
––Copitrak Print Room: Track and
manage copy center jobs and print
queues
––Copitrak Phone: Track, report,
audit, and recover telephone
activity and charges
––Copitrak Scan: Automate
scanning workflows and
associated cost recovery
––MyVault: Secure personal Follow
You mobile print queue and scan
inbox

Copitrak
Copitrak is the leading cost recovery
and document scanning workflow
platform. It boosts productivity,
tightens security, lowers costs,
reduces waste and recovers
expenses of printing, copying,
scanning, and more. Its modular
architecture and broad feature-set
boast the lowest cost of ownership
and foster green workplace and IT
initiatives.
The Copitrak System Software offers centralized
management, monitoring, and reporting
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Finally, a proven solution for boosting productivity,
tightening security, and reducing waste and costs.
Discover how the Copitrak suite can help you
automate and simplify your most important document
workflows, all to help you recover printing costs,
manage expenses, and bolster the bottom line like
never before. Discover Copitrak today.
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About SAI
Systems Auditing Inc. (SAI) markets and supports Integrated Workflow
Solutions in three main areas: Cost Recovery, Document Collaboration
and Mobility Tracking.
A dedicated Specialist since 1983, SAI has a demonstrated record
of industry leadership and a client retention rate that would be the envy
of any competitor. Providing excellent service to our customers has been
our focus and our customers have rewarded us in return!
Since we are specialists we can also help you by consulting to improve
workflow capabilities or to suggest improvements to the system/procedures
to enhance performance. Our deep domain experience has taught us how
to “tweak” a system to get the most out of your business investment!

SAI Canada
555 West Hastings Street,
Suite 1190
Vancouver, BC V6B 4N6
Phone: 1.604.685.1078
Toll Free:1.800.667.0332
E-Mail: info@sai.ca
Web: www.sai.ca
SAI USA
901 5th Ave
Suite 2310
Seattle, WA 98164
Phone: 1.206.344.5929
Toll Free: 1.888.366.8725
E-Mail: info@sai-pnw.com
Web: www.sai-pnw.com

About Nuance Communications, Inc.
Nuance Communications is reinventing the relationship between people and technology. Through its voice and
language offerings, the company is creating a more human conversation with the many systems, devices, electronics,
apps and services around us. Every day, millions of people and thousands of businesses experience Nuance through
intelligent systems that can listen, understand, learn and adapt to your life and your work. For more information, please
visit nuance.com.
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